The Real Deal on Inflation with John Williams - September 20th

To Solari Readers

“Truth is like the sun. You can shut it out for a time, but it ain’t goin’ away.” ~Elvis Presley

By Catherine Austin Fitts
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After years of unprecedented monetary inflation and increased competition for natural resources, many areas of the world are experiencing significant increases in the cost of living. The Chapwood Index estimates that the real cost of living in the United States is increasing 8 to 13% annually.

I invited John Williams of Shadow Government Statistics (Shadowstats) to join me on the Solari Report to describe why government statistics on inflation, cost of living, employment and other economic statistics vary significantly from actual. John estimates that cost of living in the United States is increasing at 10% annually.

Understanding the facts of what is really happening in the economy can inspire you to create the strategies you need to navigate this environment successfully. Depending on where you live, you need to organize your budgets and business to reengineer continuously for the changes underway – including a rising cost of living.

In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest in financial and geopolitical news.

In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review a new two-part documentary about Elvis – Elvis Presley: The Searcher. Narrated by Priscilla Presley and a series of gifted musicians and producers – Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Emmylou Harris among them – this is a marvelous exploration of the traditions of blues, country, bluegrass, and gospel that fused in Presley’s artistry and the creation of Rock & Roll. This is a history of American culture in the 20th century seen through the genius of the best selling solo artist of all time. Seen through the eyes
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of the Memphis community, he is also considered to be the best neighbor of all time.

See the blog post here.
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**Food For the Soul: Venice**

“*Venice is like eating an entire box of chocolate liqueurs at one go.*” ~ Truman Capote

By Your Culture Scout

May be there aren’t exactly “One Hundred Places You Need to Visit Before You Die” but Venice would definitely be nice to check out before you check out for good.

For literally ages Venice was a primary destination for gentlemen finishing their education with an obligatory year of European travel, artists who needed to find inspiration and bon-vivants who were celebrating the carnival. In the 20th century its incredible setting has given us Luchino Visconti’s masterpiece, a melancholy film *Death in Venice* which itself is based on a novella by Thomas Mann, and the gift kept on giving since there are about 140 other movies entirely or partially set in Venice. You can even book a “Venice Film Locations Tour” that will take you to most celebrated locations that were also featured in movies – the Grand Canal in the Bond movie *Casino Royale*, Piazza San Marco in *Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade* or any movie about Casanova, or Hotel Danieli featured in *Tourist*. Thanks to these movies, paintings, and books (including Donna Leon’s world-famous crime novels) Venice has been popularized amongst travelers outside Europe but this wonder-on-water is now under more pressure than ever. One is the fact that the palazzos are
sinking and there may not be any Venice in the future. And the present is certainly also very difficult since the city is overrun by hordes of tourists who need to check Venice off their sightseeing list, never really appreciating it for more than a few hours of snapping selfies. Last year, desperate city fathers have finally persuaded the government to ban the humongous cruise ships from entering the Grand Canal – after years of the horrible whales of ships marring the views of the city and the Adriatic for anyone who managed to actually get to the city.

Continue reading here.

"Scientists for Peace, Planetary Consciousness and Ethics"

October 19-21, 2018

International Conference – The venue will be the Hall of Culture in Città della Pieve, a little middle age town between Florence and Rome in the heart of Italy.

Today people need a new science that spreads ethics and involves all aspects of life – from biology to cosmology, from physics to consciousness – so that applied sciences like engineering and medicine will be expressions of harmonious relationships. This change of the paradigm in science is vital to our future. Humanity needs to develop a new understanding of life in the universe.
Now the joint technological capabilities have reached a point that threatens the end of human history: ethics in science has never been so important.

Three days of full immersion in debates and exchanges, hosted in one of the most beautiful regions of Italy, its “green heart”, Umbria. Scientists, engineers, medical doctors, economists and educators of international renown, recognized for their commitment for common good, have been invited to give the possible answers to the following questions.
FAQ: How Do I Access the Full Archive of Subscriber Content?

Solari Report subscriber content is located on two URLs:

**home.solari.com**

You can access your subscriber content by logging in at home.solari.com

Everything we have published during the last year (growing to two years) is on this URL.
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If you are new subscriber, you will want to check out Core Concepts (See right hand lower corner on the home page). This will help you access some of the ideas and terms we use at the Solari Report.

Continue reading here.

Highlights from Last Week - Food Series: Navigating Organics with Ronnie Cummins

This week on The Solari Report, Harry Blazer interviews Ronnie Cummins, co-founder and International Director of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA) and its Mexican affiliate Via Organica.

The OCA is a non-profit, U.S.-based network of 2 million consumers, dedicated to safeguarding organic standards and promoting a healthy, just, and sustainable system of agriculture and commerce.

As Ronnie points out, there are 50 to 100 million organic farmers and ranchers worldwide. Indeed, the full food and farming industry worldwide is bigger than the military industrial complex. If you look at all the problems that plague us, from immigration to inequality, solving all the problems will involve a return to regenerative soil and agriculture with the vitality of life that results.

As he connects the dots, Ronnie provides essential tips for navigating the food system and helps you understand the power of your personal food choices.

See it here or Subscribe
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